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Step 1 - Cut 200cm of beading thread. Thread a beading needle onto each strand. String on one part of 
the clasp and push to the middle of the thread. Thread on x3 seed beads onto one of the strands, then 
pass the other needle through the same beads. Thread the following onto one needle – x1 6mm pearl, x1 
seed, x1 6mm pearl, x1 seed, x1 6mm pearl, x1 seed. Pass the other needle through the beads just 
added. Now separate the strands.

Step 2 -Step 2 - Onto one strand string x1 6mm light blue, x1 seed, x1 6mm dark blue and then onto the other 
string x1 dark blue, x1 seed, x1 light blue. Cross both strands through x1 seed bead. Repeat this x9 more 
times so you have x10 complete squares. As you add each set be sure to follow the pattern and pull each 
stand firmly and equally.

Step 3 - Onto each strand add a 8mm pearl, x1 seed bead and x1 8mm pearl in the same colour way as 
before. Then cross both strands through a seed bead.

Step 4 - Step 4 - Onto each strand add x1 8mm pearl, x1 seed, x1 8mm pearl, cross both strands through a seed 
bead. Repeat this x3 more times so you have x4 complete 8mm squares. Onto the left strand add x1 light 
blue pearl. Onto the right strand add x1 dark blue pearl, x1 seed bead, x1 light blue pearl, x1 seed bead, 
x1 dark blue pearl. Cross both strands through a seed bead.

Step 5 - Rotate your work so its easier to work with. Onto the left strand string x1 dark blue pearl, x1 seed 
bead, x1 light blue pearl. Onto the right strand string x1 light blue pearl, x1 seed bead, x1 dark blue pearl. 
Cross both through a seed bead. Repeat this x3 more times, mirroring the other side of the necklace. 

Step 6 - Step 6 - Continue stringing beads adding x1 6mm pearl, x1 seed, x1 6mm pearl using the alternating 
colour pattern. Do this x10 time in total, matching the other side. 

Step 7 - When both strands have crossed through the seed bead complete the necklace by passing both 
strands through the following – x1 light blue pearl, x1 seed bead, x1 dark blue pearl, x1 seed bead, x1 
light blue pearl or simply mirror the other side of the necklace.

Step 8 - Step 8 - Take one of the strands and add x3 seed beads, add the other part of your clasp, then thread the 
strand back through the x3 seed beads just added and continue down your threading path pulling tight. 
Start to make half hitch knots as you go, once secure you can trim your thread. Take the other thread and 
go through the x3 seed beads, clasp and back down the seed beads and rest of design. Like with the 
other strand tie knots and trim the thread once happy.
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